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SelectionSK is a browser add-on for
Firefox users. It enables quick access to
essential tools for effective and
productive Internet browsing, workflow
preserving, and research tactics honing.
Highlights, translations, lookups,
conversions, and bookmarks SelectionSK
is quite an impressive browser enhancer.
It does a lot of things and offers plenty of
unexpected features and instruments for
such a tiny extension. What is the most
significant trait? You don't need to have
an account or to register somewhere to
use these cool features. The add-on
doesn't even have a dropdown menu  to
its core, the menu is simple. All
configuration, if you want to change the
defaults, is done by accessing the 'Add-



ons' section of Firefox. By selecting any
piece of text, on any webpage, you get
access to different options: if the item
you selected is a number next to a
currency symbol, SelectionSK converts
the value to dollars (the default); if the
selected value is a temperature, it
converts it to Celsius/Fahrenheit. For all
values you highlight, you can further
search (on the given page) for other
occurrences, redirect the search in a
search engine like Yandex or Google, or
towards a dictionary, like OneLook or
Dictionary.com. Moreover, all
highlighted concepts, items, URLs, etc,
can be bookmarked in distinct folders.
Fully customizable search system, plugin
behavior, and menu appearance The
add-on is remarkably flexible and
adaptable when it comes to user



preferences. By accessing (from the
Firefox menu) the Add-ons section, and
further going to SelectionSK's 'Options'
tab, you can change the bookmarking
behavior works, the selection and copy
to clipboard methods, and the menu
popup functions (including the
dictionaries, the search engines, and
sharing options). When it comes to
recognizing currencies, temperatures,
and measurement units, the add-on does
it very well; on top of that, you can
configure the desired currency,
temperature indicator, and unit for
automatic conversion. Furthermore, all
translation options, key bindings, and
highlighter colors and patterns can be
configured from the same 'Options'
menu. The extension's interface and
most common visual elements can also



be adapted. For all four categories 
Menu, Pane, Translation, Conversion the
user can modify the font size, color,
background, padding, etc. Last but not
least, SelectionSK allows you to backup
bookmarks (and alternatively,

SelectionSK For Firefox

Macro recorder and recorder in Firefox
KEYMACRO is an open-source add-on for
Firefox which is also bundled in most
versions of Opera and Safari. It captures
your keyboard shortcuts (Ctrl+Shift+/ or
Command+Shift+/ in most browsers)
and translates them to actions on a web
page. FancyMenu Description: Simple,
elegant and transparent desktop menu.
FancyMenu is a Firefox and Opera add-



on for managing and using desktop
menus. It comes with a nice icon and it
feels extremely lightweight and
powerful. This add-on offers you to
install as many desktop menus as you
want, set an icon, toggle on/off the menu
(if your browser is maximized), add and
customize menus, remove menu items,
add to the favicon, use automatic feeds
(like RSS, ATOM, or any of the
supported sites), and much more.
Possible desktop menu settings: - Menu
Size: change the size of the menu - Icon:
choose a custom icon - Separator: set a
horizontal line between items - Multi-
column: select a "column" width for
items - Items Source: add/manage items
from feeds (like feedly or rss feed) -
Items Label: change the labels - Items
Status: make items enabled/disabled -



Items Color: change the color of the
items - Menu Type: choose the menu
type - Icon Size: choose the icon size -
Icon Color: choose the icon color - Icon
Position: choose the icon position -
Mouse Over: choose the mouse over icon
color - Background Color: choose the
background color - Border Color: choose
the border color - Font Size: change the
font size - Line Color: change the line
color - Items Margin: change the item
margin - Horizontal Margin: change the
horizontal item margin - Sort items:
arrange the items alphabetically - Filter
items: choose which items should be
filtered - Move items: move items around
- Categorize items: create categories -
Auto refresh: refresh the list after
changes - Delete items: remove items -
Load from URL: load the list from a web



page - Push to background: close the list
when the browser window is closed -
Dismiss menu: dismiss the menu when
the browser window is closed - Center
menu: center the menu on the screen -
Full screen: display the menu full screen
- Toggle Full 2edc1e01e8
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SelectionSK is a Firefox add-on with an
elegant and functional design that is
almost free to use. Its aim is to make life
easier for the web user and make
internet browsing a better experience.
The add-on lets you perform quick
actions by applying text, numbers, URLs,
dates, or measurements to elements that
you select, and then it offers different
tools for the same processes. This tiny
add-on also lets you search for other
items on the web, bookmarks them and
their translations, and perform other
actions. Many options: (translation,
conversion, search, copying) Convert
currencies to dollars While being much
more portable and time-saving than
Microsoft's specialized tool for such a



task, SelnsekK doesn't offer a user-
friendly interface, like the one in Excel.
The 'Convert Currencies' section works
in the same way in all browsers, but it
doesn't offer the same options or
customization as the add-on. Search The
extension has a powerful search
function. First of all, it can search the
selected text on the page for other
occurrences. This is a real advantage
because, if the selection you made is a
number next to a currency symbol, you
can immediately search for other pages
that mention the same values in the
same order. Moreover, you can select
the search engine of your choice, and
even choose to translate and search in
an external dictionary or in a real search
engine, like Yandex or Google. Bookmark
your favorites, and customize their



appearance The add-on can also
bookmark your favorites, and it lets you
make your bookmark appearance
personal, by changing the default font,
color, background, and a number of
other options. All these changes can be
done from the 'Bookmarks' menu in the
browser's options. A: Kika is built with
the users in mind. After installing, it lets
you: convert currencies to USD find the
source of a web address search the
selected text in all other pages on the
internet translate a text, or the selected
text make an image of the selected text
copy the selected text In a word, Kika is
a very powerful and efficient tool to
make your internet life simple. @if
"%DEBUG%" == "" @echo off @rem
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What's New in the SelectionSK For Firefox?

SelectionSK is a browser add-on for
Firefox users. It enables quick access to
essential tools for effective and
productive Internet browsing, workflow
preserving, and research tactics honing.
Highlights, translations, lookups,
conversions, and bookmarks SelectionSK
is quite an impressive browser enhancer.
It does a lot of things and offers plenty of
unexpected features and instruments for
such a tiny extension. What is the most
significant trait? You don't need to have
an account or to register somewhere to
use these cool features. The add-on
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doesn't even have a dropdown menu —
to its core, the menu is simple. All
configuration, if you want to change the
defaults, is done by accessing the 'Add-
ons' section of Firefox. By selecting any
piece of text, on any webpage, you get
access to different options: if the item
you selected is a number next to a
currency symbol, SelectionSK converts
the value to dollars (the default); if the
selected value is a temperature, it
converts it to Celsius/Fahrenheit. For all
values you highlight, you can further
search (on the given page) for other
occurrences, redirect the search in a
search engine like Yandex or Google, or
towards a dictionary, like OneLook or
Dictionary.com. Moreover, all
highlighted concepts, items, URLs, etc,
can be bookmarked in distinct folders.



Fully customizable search system, plugin
behavior, and menu appearance The
add-on is remarkably flexible and
adaptable when it comes to user
preferences. By accessing (from the
Firefox menu) the Add-ons section, and
further going to SelectionSK's 'Options'
tab, you can change the bookmarking
behavior works, the selection and copy
to clipboard methods, and the menu
popup functions (including the
dictionaries, the search engines, and
sharing options). When it comes to
recognizing currencies, temperatures,
and measurement units, the add-on does
it very well; on top of that, you can
configure the desired currency,
temperature indicator, and unit for
automatic conversion. Furthermore, all
translation options, key bindings, and



highlighter colors and patterns can be
configured from the same 'Options'
menu. The extension's interface and
most common visual elements can also
be adapted. For all four categories —
Menu, Pane, Translation, Conversion —
the user can modify the font size, color,
background, padding, etc. Last but not
least, SelectionSK allows you to backup
bookmarks (and alternatively, to restore
them from file). Is it worth it installing
the plugin? Totally, yes. This add-on is so
small in size and minimalist in
appearance that will surely surprise any
user. It is extra



System Requirements:

The minimum system requirements for
the original Xbox version are as follows:
128 MB RAM 550 MB HD space 64-bit
Windows XP (Service Pack 3) 800 MHz
CPU 1.4 GB available hard disk space 3D
graphics hardware Recommended
system requirements for the PC version
are as follows: 3.0 GHz Pentium III or
faster processor 2 GB available
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